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ABSTRACT

Photoluminescence microscopy and spectroscopy under 266 nm and 355 nm laser excitation are explored as a means 
of monitoring defect populations in laser-modified sites on the surface of fused silica and their subsequent response 
to heating to different temperatures via exposure to a CO2 laser beam. The results indicate that the defect 
concentrations decrease significantly with increasing CO2 laser exposure and are nearly eliminated when the peak
surface temperature exceeds the softening point of fused silica (~1900K), suggesting that this method might be 
suitable for in situ monitoring of repair of defective sites in fused silica optical components.
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Fused silica is commonly used for the manufacturing of optical elements for high average laser power applications 
such as microlithography, deep UV and excimer lasers, and large aperture laser systems designed to achieve laser-
driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The large photon energies used in these applications result in degradation 
of material performance mainly via generation of atomic defects or the formation of macroscopically observed 
damage sites, thus limiting system performance and increasing cost of operation. Exposure of fused silica to 
temperatures and pressures created during a laser-induced damage event [1] causes material modifications which 
include the formation of a crater, creation of micro-fractures, and the generation of a number of defects [2-7]. 
Studies have shown that upon damage initiation on the surface of optical components for ICF class laser systems, 
subsequent laser pulses can grow these damage sites to macroscopic dimensions [8-9]. To avoid having to replace 
the optic each time a damage event occurs, extensive research has been directed towards increasing the lifetime of 
these optics by arresting damage site growth [10-11]. One of the most promising methods towards this goal involves 
exposure of the damage site to a CO2 laser [12], thereby increasing the local temperature to the point where cracks
can be fused together. The development of in situ diagnostic tools [3,7,13] to guide this repair process requires a 
better understanding of the processes involved, including thermally-activated annihilation of the absorbing defects
that have been postulated to play a key role in the re-initiation of the damage process at pre-existing damage sites 
leading to damage growth [3,4,7,14-16].

Photoluminescence (PL) microscopy has the potential to offer such diagnostic capabilities because it can spatially 
map the concentration of various defect species in laser-modified fused silica, namely oxygen deficiency centers 
(ODC), unknown laser-induced defects (referred to as LID), and non-bridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHC), 
which are known to have specific PL emission bands centered at ~470, 560, and 650 nm, respectively [2,3-4,17]. In 
this work we evaluate PL microscopy under UV excitation as a means of monitoring the distribution of defects 
formed following laser damage and over various CO2 laser treatments (corresponding to various surface 
temperatures). The objective of this work is two-fold: 1) to develop a better understanding of the annihilation 
efficiency of the different defect species as a function of the surface temperature and 2) to develop a tool that can be 
used as an in situ diagnostic during the implementation of various repair protocols.

Experiments were conducted on a 5 cm-diameter, 1 cm-thick Corning 7980 fused silica sample. Fifty-eight damage 
sites were formed on the exit surface of the sample in a grid pattern with site nearest-neighbor separation of 3 mm. 
Each damage site was initiated by a single 7-ns FWHM pulse from a Nd:YAG laser operating at 355 nm with a 
fluence at the exit surface of the sample of ~30 J/cm2. These sites were then grown simultaneously on the exit 
surface using a sequence of 5-ns, flat-in-time pulses with an average fluence of ~10 J/cm2 at 351 nm delivered in a 
spatially uniform, large area laser beam [18].
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Thirty of the 58 damage sites were subsequently exposed for 40 s to different irradiances from a CO2 laser operating 
at 10.6 µm wavelength and with a 1/e beam radius of a=0.71 mm. These 30 sites were then categorized into 6 sets (5 
sites per set) corresponding to 6 levels of CO2 laser peak axial irradiance: I=0.44, 0.57, 0.63, 0.69, 0.76 and 0.88
kW/cm2. A thermal imaging system described in detail in Ref. 19 was utilized to estimate the surface temperature 
profile under these exposure conditions to the CO2 laser. In that study, it was shown that the peak steady-state 
temperature rise can be reasonably estimated by ∆T~√πaIa/2k, where Ia is the absorbed irradiance (which takes into 
account the 15% reflectivity of silica at 10.6 µm) and k=0.020W/cm·K. Hence, the corresponding surface 
temperatures are approximated as 1500, 1800, 2000, 2200, 2300, and 2700 K, respectively, for the irradiances listed
above. The remaining damage sites (n=28) received no CO2 laser exposure and served as control sites.

For the purpose of monitoring the distribution of defects in damage sites as a function of increasing CO2 laser 
exposure, we employed a portable PL microscopy system [20] consisting of a long working-distance, 5X
magnification objective (Mitutoyo, Japan) and a 5X zoom lens, followed by a 420 nm long-pass filter. To eliminate 
the possibility of photobleaching, the excitation was provided by two low-irradiance (3 mW/cm2) compact laser
sources operating at 266 nm and 355 nm wavelengths. Images were captured using a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD 
(1340 x 1300 pixels) under either excitation with integration times ranging from 30-180 s. Ring-illuminated white
light scattering (LS) images of the same sites were also recorded. The spatial resolution for both the PL and LS 
images was on the order of 2 µm.

PL spectra were first acquired from the control damage sites. Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The labels A and 
B refer to two different locations from within the same damage site. The spectra under 266 nm excitation contain 
one prominent emission peak centered at ~470 nm (corresponding to ODC) and a weaker peak at ~650 nm (minor 
contribution from NBOHC). In contrast, the spectra under 355 nm excitation contain two emission peaks, one 
centered at ~560 nm (corresponding to LID defects, see Ref. 4) and the other at ~650 nm (corresponding to 
NBOHC). The difference in the relative intensities of these peaks at locations A and B suggests a non-uniform 
distribution of the same defects within a damage site.

Figure 2 displays PL (rows 1 and 2) and LS (row 3) images of selected damage sites of similar post-damage 
diameter (160-180 µm) after exposure to various levels of CO2 laser irradiance, as indicated at the top of each 
column (one site per column). The site shown in the first column did not undergo any CO2 laser exposure. Following 
the PL peak assignments described above, the image under 266 nm excitation (Fig. 2a) portrays the spatial 
distribution of mainly ODC defects while that under 355 nm excitation (Fig. 2e) portrays that of NBOHC and LID 
defects. As a result, images of the same damage site exhibit different intensity maps. However, after exposing a site
to at least I=0.44 kW/cm2 of CO2 laser irradiance, (e.g. Figs. 2b and 2g), the differences in the resulting images 
under either UV excitation source virtually disappear. 

The mean PL intensity of a damage site was calculated by defining a square region of interest inscribed within the 
region giving rise to PL in the image. The mean intensity (counts per pixel) was then calculated, and this value was 
normalized to the image integration time. The result of these calculations is summarized in Fig. 3, where the mean
intensity is plotted as a function of the local peak surface temperature corresponding to each CO2 laser exposure 
used in this study. Error bars indicate one standard deviation (n=5 sites). While the mean PL intensity from the site 
decreased under both excitations after I=0.44 kW/cm2 of irradiation, the decrease under 266 nm excitation is much 
larger (by a factor of about 4), indicating a significant decrease in the concentration of ODC defects. It is worth 
noting that this exposure raises the sample surface temperature just above the glass transition temperature (TG=1315
K) but is well below the softening point (1860 K), implying that structural relaxation over a <100 s time scale is 
possible but viscous flow is unlikely. The difference in the response of the PL intensity under 266 nm excitation as 
TG is exceeded suggests that annihilation of ODC is thermally-activated at this temperature (1500 K) for a 40 s 
exposure. However, though not explicitly explored here, it could be expected that lower temperatures over longer 
time scales would lead to similar defect annihilation levels [21]. 

Mean PL intensity further decreased by a factor of about 20, but proportionally between the two excitation 
wavelengths, as CO2 laser irradiance was increased to I=0.69 kW/cm2 (corresponding to 2200 K). This result 
suggests that, when exceeding the softening point of fused silica (~1900 K) over a 40 s time scale, the material has 
sufficient thermal energy to anneal defects of all three types within the damage site through either surface diffusion 
or capillary action. CO2 laser heating may facilitate the reconstruction of bonds, thus restoring the original molecular 
network and annihilating defects initially formed during the thermal shock [1] induced by the damage laser pulse. In 
addition, it has been observed that the onset of capillary-driven surface relaxation of sub-micron features on silica 
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surfaces using CO2 laser exposures takes place at temperatures of ~1800 K, with complete relaxation at ~2000 K, 
over similar time scales [22]. Furthermore, when comparing the ring-illuminated images of Figs. 2k-2o with the PL 
images, the two appeared to be strongly correlated spatially. Since scattered light is enhanced from regions 
containing rougher surfaces, these observations suggest that material flow of roughened surfaces and annihilation of 
surface defects created during the initial damage event are both driven by capillary action at near-softening 
temperatures. A negligible amount of PL intensity above the noise level was detected from sites exposed to I=0.88 
kW/cm2, corresponding to a surface temperature of about 2700 K which is above the fused silica boiling point (2500 
K). Thus, at this temperature, the majority of defective silica is expected to have been removed through evaporation.
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Figure 1: a) Photoluminescence spectra under UV excitation from a control damage site (without CO2 laser 
exposure). Here A and B denote two different locations within the same damage site.
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Figure 2: Images of different damage sites of similar post-damage diameter (160-180 µm) after 40-s exposure to 
various CO2 laser irradiances (shown at the top of each column). Image series (a)-(e) correspond to 266 nm 
excitation, (f)-(j) to 355 nm excitation, and (k)-(o) to ring-illuminated white light scattering.
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Figure 3: Mean PL intensity as a function of peak surface temperature resulting from exposure to various CO2 laser 
irradiances, as labeled above each pair of data points. For reference, vertical dash-dotted lines indicate the glass 
transition temperature (TG), softening point (TS), and boiling point (TB) of amorphous fused silica, respectively.


